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FURTHER EXPLORATIONS AND THE

BEGINNING OF SETTLEMENT.

CHAPTER IV.

Romance of exploration not yet over.- Fascination of new

discoveries.-Allan Cunningham finds his way across

apparently impassable ranges.-Immense tracts of good

pastoral country.-NewEngland.-The Darling Downs.-

Cunningham's gap.-Allan and Richard Cunningham.-

Killed by the blacks.-Sir Thomas Mitchell's expeditions

into the interior.-His discovery of the real Australian

Felix.-Like another Moses from Pisgah's top.-A scene

of indescribable grandeur.-Streams and lakes and forests.

-The Queen of the Colonies.

FTER Sturt had solved the  problem as to what
became of the western water-courses  which took

their  rise in the Blue Mountains and the snowy
ranges of the south-west, a good deal of the poetry and
romance of early Australian exploration was done away

with, but not altogether, for vast regions of undiscovered

country where the foot of white man had never

trodden remained to excite the imagination and to call
forth the enterprize of adventurous spirits. The old

proverb which says that  all beyond is magnificent,  has
been verified in connection with explorations into the



GENERAL REMARKS ON THE COUNTRY.

CHAPTER V.

The magnitude of Australasia .-Population of Australia.-

Victoria the most remarkable of the colonies.- Discovery

of Gold.-The  American element in Victoria.-Contrast

with New South Wales .- The soil and the climate of

Australia .- Hot winds .-Black Thursday  in Victoria.-

Theories about the hot winds .-A southerly 11 buster."-

Hot winds act as scavengers .- Queensland  free from hot

winds.-South Queensland the least changeable of A us-

tralian climates.-The climate of North Queensland as

bearing upon the sugar industry.--Kanaka labour.-The

separation  of North  Queensland .- The climate  of the far

west.-Population must remain a crescent .- Future pro-

gress .- Imports and exports.-Extension  of the  railway

system .-P.S.-Dr.  Dougan Bird on the  Climate of

Victoria.

I HE magnitude of Australia does not seem to be

sufficiently realized by English people. We

have here at the Antipodes (taking Australia, Tasmania,

and New Zealand together, which, though nominally

three separate countries are virtually one, New Zealand

being about three days' fast steaming from Australia
and Tasmania only 12 hours), we have here an area of



OLD WORLD PREJUDICES AND

CONVICT TRADITIONS.

CHAPTER VI.

Native born.-Prejudices in the Church, against.-Native

associations coming to the front.-These Prejudices, their

root in convictism.-Unjust aspersions.-The stingless

taunt of a coward.-Brisbane a convict settlement.-Ticket-

of-leave men and assigned servants.-Convicts who had the

hardest  times.-Escaped convicts.- Convicts  amongst the
blacks. -Return to civilization , or left  to die in old age.-
Abominations of convictism co-existing with agitation in

England for abolition of slavery.-Marcus Clarke's novel
true to life.--The writer's life saved by a generous-hearted

convict.-Sent out for cutting down an apple tree.-Charles

Kingsley's theorist.-Convicts  not so  bad.-Australia has

suffered from the bad reputation notwithstanding.-

Convictism and the colonies.

N the succeeding chapters I will draw to a very
large extent upon my own personal recollections,

and I trust there need be no impropriety in

doing so, or no necessity for apologizing if I should

assume somewhat of an autobiographical style. I

have already indicated to my readers that I am

neither an aboriginal nor yet a descendant of that

E
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class of immigrants  by whom the  colonies were
first populated, and which has been satirized  in a well-
known couplet:-

True patriots be it understood,
They  left their  country for their country's good."

On the other hand I have some degree of pride in

being able to say that I am one of the oldest free-born
white natives of the youngest of the group of our
Australian colonies, though at the time of my birth,

Queensland,  as it  is now called, was still a dependency
of New South Wales.

The spirit is not yet dead which regards it as a sort
of disgrace to say that so and so is a native of the colonies.

The Bishops of the English Episcopal Church in the

colonies who are, without exception, Englishmen, and

have strong English prejudices, appear to regard with
great disfavour any native born clerical aspirant ; and

the leaders amongst the laity who are also for the most
part Englishmen have equally strong prejudices of the

same kind. The same spirit prevails, perhaps not to
the same extent, in the Roman Catholic Church of

Australia, but even here the prejudices are in
favour of a native-born Irishman. The late Arch-

bishop Vaughan, of Sydney, was an Englishman, and
belonged to an old English county family, and
though his popularity was unbounded, it is well known

that his English nationality was never acceptable to

the greater part of his Irish co-religionists, so that

,when his death took place  and an  attempt was made
to get another Englishman for his successor, the
influence  brought to bear upon the Vatican was so strong

that at last an Irishman in the shape of the present



CONVICTISM  AND MODERN BUSH-RANGING.

CHAPTER VIII.

How a convict once turned bush-ranger. - The writer

meets a celebrated bush-ranger.-The Gardiner Gang.

-The Eugowra gold escort robbery.-Another Dick

Turpin.-The  arrest , p unishment , and subsequent  release

of the bush-ranger Gardiner.-Cattle stealers turning into

bush-rangers.-Ben Hall, his career and tragical death.

INCE writing the previous chapter I came across

an account of how a convict turned bush-ranger
in the early days, and before proceeding further,

I will repeat the story as nearly as I can remember.
In the western part of the colony of New South Wales

there resided a young man in the capacity of  11 an
assigned servant "-a position which has already been

explained as that of a convict whose good conduct had

procured for himself the privilege of being engaged to

one of the free settlers in the country as an ordinary
help-and whose term of convict life had nearly expired.

This young man was in great favour with his master and

was entrusted with the responsibility of taking down a
loaded waggon and team to the Port of Sydney, He had
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CHAPTER XIII.

Influences which make men wild.-A race for a wife.-" Such

a splendid pair of girls."-Degrading association with

characters in the bush.-Polygamons young gentlemen (?)

-M.A.'s as cooks.-Vulgar wealthy.-Convictism less

than the iooth part.-Some careers.-An uncultured

Scotch lad now a rich squatter.-A satire on the boast that

birth, not money, is everything.-A home staying baronet,

An absentee knight.-An investment ofX25 turning in

£42,ooo.-A  distinguished Queensland family.-

Specimens of a rougher sort.-Notions about education.-

That's what I call education."-11 Old Solomon," the
governor, and the archbishop.-A late colonial judge.-

Days of hardship and danger.-Dreams of the fixture

rudely interrupted.-Christmas Picture, a scene of awful

peril.-A squatter's domestic life.-All onotony of bush life

broken by the occasional spree.-A bush boy and Good

Friday, Origin of the word larrikin.

HE object of this chapter will be more particularly

to illustrate the rough elements out of which

have grown our present advanced condition of

things in the Australian colonies. The early settle-

ment of our Australian wilds has developed phases

of humanity which I venture to think quite
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